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JOIN US AS A PARTNER!

eceee 2019 Summer Study on energy efficiency
3 – 8 June • Presqu’île de Giens, France 
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Europe’s most important energy efficiency event
The atmosphere is truly energised: nine panels with over 200 presentations 
based on peer-reviewed papers or extended abstracts, 50 informal sessions,  
solutions workshops, evening plenaries and much more! See theme and 
panels pages on our web site for more information.

Held for the first time in 1993, the Summer Study now gathers 400 energy  
efficiency professionals for five full days. The setting is informal and the 
vision is shared: to explore and expand the evidence and intricacies of energy 
efficiency to increase our understanding and knowledge base.

Your company can benefit by being part of this process
eceee, with its established track record of credible and evidence-based infor- 
mation now invites your organisation to become a partner in this exciting venture.

By becoming a partner, your company is associated with the state-of-the- 
art knowledge in energy efficiency that is such an integral part of the 
Summer Study. This not only refers to technical solutions, but as much to 
policy, programmes, financing mechanisms and user behaviour.

eceee offers you visibility in a context where unbiased quality and credibility  
is a key feature.

“Probably one  
of the best energy-
efficiency events  
I ever attended.”
Summer Study participant
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Energy efficiency first, but what next?
The 2018 IPCC report has given the Paris agreement and new 
sense of urgency. We are not on track to meet Paris agreement goal 
of keeping the increase in global average temperature to well below 
2°C above pre-industrial levels. And we are even further away from 
the aim to limit the increase to 1.5°C. At the same time, the IEA  
has shown that energy efficiency improvements are slowing down  
at a time when we need to do much more.

But efficiency alone is not enough; we also need to look beyond 
efficiency improvements towards how we can reduce absolute 
energy consumption. 

Moving the frontiers
What do we need to break the curves of increasing energy demand 
and rising temperatures? The eceee Summer Study moves the 
frontiers of energy policy and established practices. These are five 
days that shape tomorrow’s European energy efficiency policy.

“Excellent conference 
with friendly parti- 
cipants who feel very 
enthusiastic about  
the work that they do.”
Summer Study participant
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The advantage of being a partner
All partners will enjoy the benefits of visibility on the eceee web site, 
conference materials, and conference displays.

The eceee proceedings is a highly appreciated online resource  
that lasts for years after the Summer Study ends. The eceee web 
site is generally regarded as one of best resources for information 
on energy efficiency in Europe and globally.

Participating in the Summer Study is also great for networking,  
regardless if you are looking for clients, need to discuss a project,  
or are about to recruit qualified staff in a sector where the demand 
for competent experts is greater than the supply. For more infor- 
mation on the event, see:  
http://www.eceee.org/summerstudy

Join us as a partner
For more information, contact Nils Borg, Executive Director,  
at nils@eceee.org

“The summer study is a 
valuable meeting place 
between researchers, 
national policy makers,  
the EU commission,  
and representatives  
from consulting com- 
panies and industry.”
Summer Study participant
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Free conference registrations, numbers of people 1

Logo and link on eceee Summer Study web site

Logo on proceedings web site for approximately 1 year

Logo in promotional e-mails

Logo displayed at conference venue

Small display at conference (3 sqm, poster or pop-up screen)       

Medium display at conference (appr 6 sqm)  

Large display at conference (appr 9 sqm)    

Extra large, prominent display at conference (above 10 sqm)   

Custom partner package (see below) 

Include information material in attendees package

1)  The conference fee does not include accommodation, which has to be paid separately.
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Custom package Gold Partners 
(either of the below)

Gold Partners are offered great flexibility 
in combining the options from the custom 
partner package described below.

Host a plenary session
As a Gold Partner you are seen as a true 
leader in energy efficiency, and you are 
invited to host a plenary session and deliver 
a keynote address. 

Host social event
Your organisation hosts the social event  
in a pleasant and informal atmosphere.  
You have the opportunity to deliver a gift  
or information to the participants. 

Set up Exclusive Side Event
At the Summer Study, you are invited to  
set up an Exclusive Side Event.

Custom package Silver Partners 
(either of the below)

Host cocktail reception on first day
After the opening plenary, all participants  
are invited to a cocktail reception to start 
the networking and get to know each other.

Host Solutions Workshop
At the Summer Study, you are invited to set 
up a Solutions Workshop where you develop 
the agenda together with eceee's energy 
efficiency experts.

Host poster session
The poster session is a highly informal event 
where many participants present their 
posters describing their projects. During 
the event drinks and snacks are served and 
participants mingle and discuss in a relaxed 
atmosphere for about two hours.

Custom package Bronze  
Partners (either of the below)

Host Solutions Workshop jointly  
with other partners
Bronze partners are invited to host  
Solutions Workshops with other partners.  
The content of these workshops are 
developed together with eceee's energy 
efficiency experts. 

For more information
Contact Nils Borg, eceee's Executive 
Director, at nils@eceee.org

Partners benefits overview
Gold, Silver and Bronze Partners can also select options from the custom packages offered  
in those categories. These are outlined below. eceee is happy to assist in developing a package 
that suits the needs of each partner. Combinations of different packages are an option.
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Events with contents developed by you

Exclusive Side Event
eceee offers partners to set up an Exclusive Side Event. This 
event is organised in an informal fashion but planned in the 
programme and announced in advance.

Only one Exclusive Side Event will be held, and this is offered 
to a Gold Partner or to a Silver Partner teaming up with another 
Silver or Bronze Partner.

Solutions Workshops
The Solutions Workshops are also organised in an informal 
fashion, planned in the programme and announced in advance. 
Unlike the side event, they are held in parallel with informal 
sessions. 

You develop the workshop together with eceee’s energy 
efficiency experts.

• 97 % said they made new 
contacts, which will be useful 
in their professional life.

• 96 % said they learned 
something new, which will  
be useful in their work.

• 76 % said they made  
new contacts, which they 
believe will result in new  
international collaboration.
2017 Summer Study evalutaion
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Five days at the Summer Study

Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

09.00
Parallel panel

sessions

09.00
Parallel panel

sessions

09.00
Parallel panel

sessions

09.00
Parallel panel

sessions

Parallel panel
sessions

Parallel panel
sessions

Parallel panel
sessions

Parallel panel
sessions

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

Informal
sessions Informal sessions Informal

sessions

Informal
sessions

Informal
sessions

Informal sessions

Informal
sessions

17.30
Opening plenary

Plenary

Closing plenary
and conference

summary

Dinner
Dinner Dinner

Plenary

Dinner

Pétanque
tournament

Pétanque
tournament

Banquet and party

Display session

Excursions
and free time

Registration
and check-in

Welcome cocktail

Breakfast
and

Check-out

Solutions
workshop

Solutions
workshop

Solutions
workshop

Solutions
workshop

Solutions
workshop

3 June 4 June 5 June 6 June 7 June 8 June

Five intense days

The eceee Summer Study offers five 
intense days of formal paper presen-
tations, informal sessions, solutions 
workshops and plenary talks. Day and 
night, you will find hundreds of people 
eager to discuss energy efficiency.

Mornings – panel sessions: From 
Tuesday to Friday, between breakfast  
and lunch, the nine panels run in parallel  
for the presentation and discussion of 
peer-reviewed papers and abstracts.

Afternoons – a less formal approach:  
The period after lunch each day is 
reserved for informal sessions in which  
any participant can set up a discussion  
on a current energy efficiency issue. 
Solutions workshops run in parallel.

Display session: The poster session  
is held during one afternoon.  

Evenings – plenary sessions: 
Plenary sessions are held in the early 
evenings. High-profile speakers  
from around the world are invited as 
plenary speakers. 
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Beyond a traditional conference
The eceee Summer Study is not your standard energy efficiency conference.  
It offers a mix of practical hands-on experience and scientific stringency in 
a setting ideally suited for networking and information exchange.

Over the years, eceee has developed a conference format where presen- 
tations based on peer-reviewed papers and abstracts in parallel panels are 
mixed with workshops and informal sessions to stimulate networking and 
experience sharing.

One of eceee’s aims is to keep building on the basis of evidence-based 
knowledge, analysis and information, while helping to develop a community 
of energy efficiency experts. We expect about 400 participants, but the 
community being built around the conference extends beyond the participants.

The Summer Study lasts for five days and eceee offers the conference as  
a five-day, full-board package. The majority of participants stay throughout 
the week on site at the beautiful Belambra Les Criques near Toulon/Hyères 
in the south of France, which has been rented exclusively by eceee for the 
week. Everyone you meet on site will be passionate about energy efficiency 
and discussions take place around the clock.

“Unlike most  
conferences, there 
is a strong sense of 
community at the 
Summer Study and  
a commitment to  
shared goals.  
 
This creates an 
openness to new  
ideas and to new  
people that I found  
welcoming, and  
highly rewarding.”
Summer Study participant
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An excellent training event
Many companies and public institutions send staff to 
the Summer Study for a week of intense training in 
energy efficiency. Here, your staff can meet experts with 
up-to-date real knowledge of energy efficiency, both in 
terms of technology and policy.

The week will help participants to better understand 
what works and what doesn’t.

Through the Summer Study, eceee offers training at a 
considerably lower cost than traditional training courses.

We will be happy to provide a detailed offer describing 
the training specifics of the conference.

“The Summer Study is immensely 
valuable since it allows  
time to digest and discuss ideas.”
Summer Study participant
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About eceee
eceee, the European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, 
is the largest non-profit, membership-based energy efficiency 
NGO in Europe. The goal of eceee is to promote energy efficiency  
through co-operation and information exchange.

To facilitate this, eceee provides evidence-based knowledge, 
analysis and information. eceee provides an information service 
through its web site and news service, arranges conferences and 
workshops and takes active part in the European energy efficiency  
policy discussions.

One of eceee’s principal events is the five-day Summer Study held  
in June every odd year. Since 2012, eceee sets up an industrial 
energy efficiency event in even years.

For more information, visit our website – www.eceee.org

For more information on joining as a partner, contact Nils Borg, 
Executive Director, at nils@eceee.org

eceee 2019 Summer Study

eceee secretariat 

Sveavägen 98 IV 

SE-113 50 Stockholm   

Sweden

Phone: + 46 8 673 11 30 

summerstudy@eceee.org

“What a terrific event! 
The Summer Study was 
informative, thought 
provoking, friendly and 
inspiring. Well done!”
Summer Study participant


